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On Permutation Groups Containing O,,(2) as a Subgroup 
1. I~JTR~DIY.TI~~J 
Let y;,< ,6 0, 1, he a nondegenerate quadratic form of index n - c defined 
on V,,,(2), andlet SO’,,,(2) be the subgroup of G&,(2) stabilizing (r;,, . Then 
SO&(?) and O’,,,(2). the derived subgroup of SO’,,(2), are rank-3 permutation 
groups on the two sets Z’:,,(C) andZ’;,,(C) of nonzero singular vectors of yg, , 
and the nonsingular vectors of c&,~ , respectively. 
Let S(Q) and =1(Q) denote the symmetric and alternating groups, respec- 
tive)\;, on afinite s t Q. The aim of this note is the proof of the following statr- 
ment. 
J’oRoI~L.wv. !f ,5&(2) i H 5 s(x;,,), eilhcr. H h&,(2) 01. If :? --l(xi,,). 
‘l’he corollary follows immediately from the theorem, because .Sj>C,,(2) acts
2-transitively on xi,, and the stabilizer of a point in this action is .5’0’,,(2): 
details may be found in [13]. 
‘i’hc corollary was proved independently by Kantor and rt-fcrred to in [iii], 
From his remarks it can be inferred that he presumably proved the masimalit~ 
in .4(Z’i,(t)) of SO&,(2). ‘l’he result given here does not follow from Kantor’s 
result; for if G1 _C G, C G, are groups such that G, is maximal in G, and 
[G, : G,] :m~ 2, it dots not follow that overgroups of G, which arc proper 
subgroups of G, must be contained in G, . 
If d is a union of orhits of a permutation group N, ZZ / il denotes the restriction 
of II to il. If 7 E H, WC write 7 i A for ‘T> 1 A. If 712 and 12 are integers 112 jII 
means VI divides n, and if p is prime pCC 1; n means that p” ! II but p” r -r II. If 
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G and H are go-oups, G!IZ is an extension f C hy II. Other terminology and 
notation follows [7] or [I 51. F or information orthogonal groups ovc’r fields 
of characteristic 2 see [3], [4], or [l3]. 
2. I'~oo1~ 0F THEOREM 
The proof of the theorem is by induction 1~. Section A is de\,oted tothe 
verification of the induction step, and Section IJ to the establishment of the 
induction basis. ‘I‘h e induction step is essentially the same for t 0 and E 1, 
so writing of t is usualI\- suppressed. Throughout Section A, G and i; denote 
(L,(2) and ,YO,,,(2), resl~ectivcly, and fl denotes a subgroup of .S(Pi,8) which 
contains G propcrl!- and Lvhich is not equal to (7. Also q),(e) C,,(r) 
7” l(? ~- 2~ I) I, and p,(r) G,(E)/ ‘,‘,,(I it); 1 3’ l(2” ._~~ It 1). 
&I. The Induction Step 
Throughout Section A it is assumed that II : 3 and that the theorem holds 
when ~1 is rqrlaced byN ~ I ; from this hypothesis we conclude that he theorem 
holds for II. 
‘Take s t Pi, and denote the nontrivial orbits of C,, on Pi,, by J(x) and 
T(x). J(x) consists ofthe elements 1’ of Pi,L SLICI~ that f T, 3’; is a projertiw 
hyperbolic lint with respect to q,n , and I’(x) consists ofthe &ments >’ of I’:,( 
such that ‘,x, .v) is a totally singular p ojective line with respect to qz,, . &Iorc 
p-wisely d(s) {y E I-‘:,,: (x, 3’) 11, and T(s) [y E Pi,,: (.T, y):= O>, where 
( , ) is the polar form of qzTl , i.e., (.Y, y) (I& -t ?‘) q,,,(x) q&Y). 
13~. an elementary counting argument ) .A(.Y), p-‘?* ;,*1d I’m +r,. 1
G, ~z R1,UzIL. J2), where B is elemcntaq L%beIian of order 2”‘l- ?,and this 
extension splits. R acts regularly ond(s) and intransitively with orbits of Icngth 2
on I‘(x). If~1 c d(x), Gl,.,,,, (i(x) -- (yj-) has orbits of length q~,,-r and p,, -I a 
which arc dcnotcd respectively by P(s, ~8) and P’(x, js), corrcspondin~ to tlw 
linear action of O,,, -,(2) on R. 
There is an ob\-ious l--I correspondence between the totally singular lines 
containing .L’ and the singular points of the orthogonal complement with respect 
to the polar form of a hyperbolic line containing x.Tt follows that the action 
of Cg,L : T(x) is imprimitive ofblock length 2, and that he image of G,. T(x) on 
B(x), the set of blocks of G,J. ~ T(x), is the action of CAT1 -a(2) on the singular 
points of +,rms. Rloreovor, ify E O(s), Gt,,, I ’ ’(s) has two orbits, I’,,(s, 1’) 
and rl(s, J’), cnch of length Yap,,,_, . I’J.r, ~1) consists ofa set containing one 
element of each block of B(x), and I;(x, J*) r(s) ~~~ T,r(s, -v). In terms of the 
polar form, 
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and 
r&v, y) = {z E f(x): (y, z) = i:, where i-=0,1. 
From this description it is obvious that for y E 4(x), 
d(y) = (xj u Pl(x, y) u fl(S, y) and f(y) == PO@, y) u fo(x, y). 
(1) f1 is 2-tVansitive on P&$ . 
P~ooj. Assume on the contrary that H is not 2-transitive on Pin . Then 
the nontrivial orbits of H, on Pi,* are 4(x) and r(x). 
Suppose first that here is a nonidentity element 7E H, , such that 7 1 r(x) -7 1. 
The normal closure of 7 in Ii, is transitive on 4(x) and fixes P& --~ d(x) 
pointwise. But then a theorem of Jordan [15, 13.11 implies that H is 2-transitive. 
Suppose nest that here is an element TE H, , with 7 ’ 4(s) 1, T r(s) + 1. 
Then 7, and hence AT, the normal closure of 7 in (G,,.  T,\, must stabilize 
d(y)17 T(S) rt(.v, y)and T(y) nT(x) r”(s, y) for all 31 E O(x). If y and 3 
are distinct elements of 4(x), <Gl,.,,I , GI,,~~> :=- G, , since G, 4(s) is primitive, 
Hence I;(s, T) + r,(r, Z) for distinct elements y, z of d(x). Since Glr,!,l 
T,(.Y, y), i :- 0, 1 is primitive, 9 is transitive on F?(r, >I), i 0, 1, and it follows 
that 1Y cannot stabilize I;(x, 21) for all y E 4(x). 
Hence if H is not 2-transitive on Pi,,  Hx is faithful on each of 4(m) and 
r(s). Xssuming this we show next that we may assume that If2 d(s) is 2- 
transitive. Suppose on the contrary that IJI,~.,,I , ?; t 4(x), is not transitive 
on 4(s) - {y]. Then the orbits of HL,,!,~ ~ (d(x) - [y)) are the orbits of 
GI .,.,, 1 / (d(s) ~~ iv]), viz., P”(x, y) and P’(x, y). Now GI,.,,~ isprimitive on
each of P(s, -v) and P’(x, y). (O,,(2), 11 .: 3, is rank-3 on the nonsingular 
x-ectors ofqZn ; the stabilizer of a point in this action is O,,,+,(2) 2: S&,> ~,(2).) 
Suppose that HI,.,!,, contains an element 7$ Gls.sl such that 7 P’)(.Y, J,) I. 
Then the normal closure of 7 is transitive on Pi(s, ~3) and fixes d(s) I”(s. j.) 
pointwise. In this case Jordan’s theorem [15, 13.11 applies, and Ii,,. 4(s) 
is 2-transitive. Th  same argument v,ith the roles of P(.v, J) and P(.t, y) 
interchanged shows that FZ,,.,,,, is faithful on both P”(x, y) and P’(s, ~1). H! 
induction it follows that II,, ,I ; PO(.T, 2’)(i) is either contained in SO,,, 2(2) 
or (ii) HI,.,,,, ’ P”(s, ,)1 .-I(PO(s, ~3)). If (i) holds, then [II : G] 2 and 
Ii S0,,,(2), contradicting thechoice of Ii. If (ii) holds, then lfls,$,l restricts 
faithfullv to both P”(.Y, J) and P’(s, 31); hence Hr,.,,,l P’(s, y) is isomorphic 
either to A-l(I”‘(.~, J,)) or S(PO(x, y)) and is represented transitivcly on Pl(s, ~4). 
but b!- (2), A4(P”(.x, ?*)) cannot be represented transitirelv on P’(.v, mv‘). Hence 
(ii) is impossible. ‘I’hus we assume that lfr 4(w) is ?-transitive. 
\Vc now apply a theorem of Manning [15, 17.71 which implies that : 4(x) C: 
I’(.v)I and that r(x)] 1I O(x)~(~ d(x)’ ~ I). H cre it is nccessarv to consider 
the cases E 0 and E = 1 separately. 
If t 1, r(s)l < ; d(x)!, so there is nothing more to do. 
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ift 0, we must have &o:)~~ 2”” z(2zJJ “- I). Since yl:‘, -1 2” 2(“, I I).-.], 
it is easy to see that 2~:~~ 7?“?I ‘(22’~ ‘? I ). ‘l’hus the conclusion f1Ianning’s 
theorem cannot be satisfied, and hence H is 2-transitive on I’!,, 
(2) 7%~ degrees of the sfnctllest p rmutation ,.C,p~ese12tclt;f~~zs of A,,, 01. .Y, , 
jiw 711 9. ore 111 rind 111(711 ) 2. 
I’Wf. ‘l‘his \\-ell !ino\\n; im elemcntar! proof reduce, I,!- a thwrem 
of Ikxhert [15, 14.21, toexamination findices of maximal subqwups of .-i,,, 
or S,,, which xc eithcl- imprimiti\.e or intransitive. If vz r.r‘, ewrv iniprimitivc 
subgroup of S,,, with block length I‘ is contained in the \\‘rcath p&uct Sr J S, 
of order (r!)‘s!. If 11, I’ s. e\xry intransitive subgroup, \sith orbits which 
form a refinement ofthe partition [I’, s]of w is contained in S, .\‘, oforder 
r!s!. Itis an easy eucrcise ininduction tocomplete the proof by considering 
qpropriate inequalities corrqonding to indices of subgroups of .-I,,, or .Y,,, 
sow talic 1’ E P8,2 .Since (p,, is odd, Svlow 2-subgroups of G, and H,, art’ 
Solon 2-subgywups ofG and H, respectiwl!~. Let S and R bc Sylon Z-subgroups 
of G and il, respecti\xl\-. 13~ Sylow’s theorem and transiti\%!- of G and II 
011 I’& ~ WC may. and do, assume that ,S i- G,,. , R ‘7 H,. ,and that S 1 R. 
(3) (a) IA 111 cifftf i he iffte~p3 7Sif/f ffl 2 and 2 i : Zfff. 2%e whits 
of s on I+,,, nre11s follox~s: L 
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\Vhen ~11 =: 2 direct verification shows that S has orbits of lengths 4, 2, 2, 1, 
while 3 has orbits of lengths 4, 4, 1. 
The induction step follows immediately from the observation that he blocks 
of B(x) correspond topoints of Pl,l,-2 . Alore precisely, assume (3a) for 112 - 1. 
‘I’hcn the orbits of S or 3 acting on B(x) are sets of blocks of the appropriate 
orders. Eeach block has length 2, and so an orbit consisting of 2”“’ -z~i blocks 
is an orbit of points of Pi,,! oflength 2’“’ (i ‘1). Finall\- S or ,q has, beside these 
orbits, two further orbits of lengths 1and 2”f11’+“. 
(1)) G,,. 1: o,,, -,(2), a split extension of a regular Xbvlian group 1: by 
O,,, (2). ‘I’hv orbits on d(s) of a complement K of E in G,. are P”(x, y) and 
7 )I (s, -Y). H!. (3a), a . 1 ow $..I < 2-subgroup of K has prcciselv one fixed point z 
on PO(.s, ~3). Since P’(.v, y)i y ,,-, is an even integer, K can have no fixed 
points on F(s, y). 
Since B is regular, there is an involution T interchanging y and 2, and hence 
interchanging T,,(s, ~1) with Fo(s, I); h encc 7 fixes To(.2”, y) if Qx, y) T,,(s, z). 
From the description of T,(x,y) in terms of B(s) it then follows that T fixes 
cl-cry clement of T(x). Hence the h!-potheses of Jordan’s theorem [15, 13.11 
are satisfied if F(,(.v, 1’) T,,(s, z). and so G would be 2-transitive. Hence 
I’,,(& JX) r&Y. 2). 
(c) ‘l’ake .x, 3, x E PirA such that \\.L’, y: is hyperbolic and ,c’.v, z is totall!- 
singular. Let 7’ and 7’ he Sylow 2-subgroups ofHc,~,,,,I and HI,,,] , respectively. 
Hv 2-transitivity T z T. If U and i;: are Sylow 2-subgroups of G[,,.,l and 
6 J~Z,?l )respectively, then : U / v 1/2’+3. Hence : 7’ l/i 1-T ~ ;: c ‘/ (. 
3?n-3 - . 
(d) The proof is by induction n; details are given for the case E 0. 
I,et .V be a subgroup of S which is elementary Abelian and regular on n(x). 
C‘hoose a coordinate system with respect o which qxn C1,ciG, x~s,, 1 i, and 
suppose that .s := 1 q, . We will show that the matrices representing elements 
of S in terms of this coordinate system have the form 
,4(n,, bi, c) = 
1 a, -.- G-1 c h 
bl 
b n-1 
b n-1 
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where the ai , bi , and c are the only possible nondiagonal nonzero entries 
and c ~lCiCa~~l aibi .If n = 2 it is easiiv verified that in terms of the given 
coordinate system the elements of S are represented by matrices of the proper 
form. 
Suppose that n :- 2 and that the statement holds when r~ -- I replaces n. 
Let h be the hyperbolic line (e, , eZn/‘, and let I7 -: X CT c,l,l . By the induction 
assumption elements of I; are represented interms of the given coordinate 
system by matrices of the form .4(ai , 11~ ,c) with the restriction that a,, 1 
b ,l-l 0. Let Z [q,] be a nonsingular matrix commuting with each 
-4(ai , bi , c), n+, h,-, 0. Elementary computations show that the onl! 
possible nonzero entries ofZ are: ,qj , .z~,,, 1 3 4,j 3 1 z;j c’ 2n, Zig,?,, , and z~,{,?, . 
IKow take h’ to be the hyperbolic lint je,, 1, pZn 1: and let 1.’ .Y n G,,!,, 
Elements of I-’ are represented by .3(n, , hi, r), with a,, L b,, ? : 0. Let 
Z’ = [zEj] be a nonsingular matrix commuting with each A(a, , b, , c), N,,~ L’ 
b n.z ~~ 0. ‘I’his time the only possible nonzero entries of Z’ are: z;, , z:,,~, , , 
*ji , 1 r j 2 : 2~ z:, ~1,2,1-1, andxi??- I,ii 1 ?+I 
Since c’,(S) C_ C,(I’) r\ CGO;‘), it f ‘o ows that nonzero entries of Cc(‘Y) 11 
can only occur where nonzero entries of-IF occur. Finally, conditions imposed 
hy the fact hat elements of C,(.Y) stabilize q2,, force lements of C,(X) to be 
represented bythe -l(n, , h, , c). 
(e) Let N be a subgroup of H which contains S with index 2; if .I1 2m s, 
let Ml he a subgroup of R which contains ‘9with index 2. The existence ofdl 
or M l, when n ’ : 3, is assured bv (3~). Then 172 contains S normally and if 
111 s s, XT1 contains ,$normally. ifII ,:- 3, d(s) is the unique orbit of S or ‘9 
of length 2”” 2 by (3a). Since AZ (or M,) must permute orhits of equal length 
among themselves, M (or :lG’,) t b’l s a 1 izes d(s). Since E is the unique suhgroup 
of 3 which is elementary Abelian and regular on d(s), AZ (or JV~~) normalizes E.
Since 3 acts faithfully on d(x) and T(x), M (or M,) permutes the orbits of E 
on T(z) among themselves, i.e., A1I (or M1) stabilizes B(X). 
Remudz 1. \Vhcn ,I 2, the orbits of s on Pi7, have lengths I, 4, 4, and 
there is a group containing , with index 2 which interchanges the two orbits 
of length 4. Hence when TZ 2, E is not the unique elementary- Abelian 
subgroup of 9 which has a regular orbit of length 4, although it is still the 
unique elementary Ahelian subgroup of ,g which is regular on d(s). When 
n ‘, 2, E is the unique elementar>- Abelian subgroup of s with a regular orbit 
of length 2’” “. 
Remark 2. In the case t 1 the matrices representing elements of 1:’ 
differ slightly from the A(ai, hi , C) given in the proof of (3d) reflecting the
fact that the form has index N ~~- 1. Choosing a basis compatible with the 
.f form expressed as q2n xl,,icn.l six, rl : s,,’ + s,.Y~,~ *kzn , @es c()r- 
responding matrices 
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1 U, ... anm2 c b, ..* b,-, e, e, 
1 b, 
I- 
an-2 1 
el 1 
e2 1 
where ai , bj , et , and c are the only possible nondiagonal nonzero entries and 
c xl.,ibnm 2 aibi T e12 + e,e, -- e22. 
\\:e can now finish the verification of the induction step. Recall that G, 
E:,O,, -,(2), where E is elementary Abelian of order 2’” 2 acting regularl! 
on d(.x). Infact G, :- dZ’,(E). 
Let 7’ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer in Ii of B(x). Then 1’ has 
the structure F’,,l;, where l’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 0,,,&2) or S0,,,+,(2), 
and F is elementary Abelian acting trivially on B(x), so that (T, G,\ r(x) 
is isomorphic to F’.0,,,p,(2) or F ,SO,,,-,(2); forassume otherwise. Then 
T, G,L‘~ represented on R(s) contains Ad(B(.x)), by induction. Since G, , 
represented on B(x), is isomorphic to O,,-,(2), and since this is faithfully 
represented ond(x), A(B(x)) is not represented trivially on d(x). Hence A4(B(x)) 
appears as a composition factor of (G, , T‘, ~ d(x). Take y E O(x). Then G[,,,j 
represented on B(x) is contained in A(B(.w)). Since the orbits of GI~,~I on A(x) 
are [y}, PO(x, y), and P(x, y), it follows that the image of d(B(x)) on d(x) 
(i) is either primitive, or (ii) has orbits [y), P”(S, y), P’(x, y). By (2), .‘qB(s)) 
cannot be represented on P(x, y). But G~,,,I acts on I”(s, ?3), so that .3(B(x)) 
is represented neither faithfull!- nor trivially on Pl(s, ~3). Thus (ii) is impossible. 
But also by (2) EI(B(x)) cannot be represented transitively on O(s). Hence 
(i) is also impossible. 
Xow let R ,~:7’, G,. O(s). Either (i) a Splow 2-subgroup of K is iso- 
morphic to 5’ or 3 or (ii) K is 2-transitive on d(x). (For (ii) the argument employs 
induction and Jordan’s theorem; the situation issimilar to that in the proof 
of 2-transitivity of H on Pi), .) Supp ose (ii) holds, and suppose that -\X(E) 1
,‘Gr, T, Then by a theorem of Hering [6, Qatz 41 K, and hence K,, , for 
~9 t0(.x), contains a unique nonsolvable composition factor J. Clearly JT) 
O,,, (2). This is impossible, because the homomorphism ,:G,r  T> I r(x) is 
neither faithful nor trivial onJ. Hence suppose that (ii) holds but that NH(E) $ 
G, , T, Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of K. If I, is not regular and 
Abelian, then I, is primitive and simple by a theorem of Burnside [2, p. 2021 
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and L I’(.v) 1, so that H is at least </I,~ 2”” ‘? (2p?,,~ 1 I)-transitive 
by a theorem of Jordan [15, 13.21. IIut ?F,,+, 1 3 log qn , for II ’ 4, 
so H 2 .g(P.i,,) by a theorem of TVielandt [15, p. 211. Hence assume that I, 
is regular and Abelian. .Again K, and hence K,, , for -\’ i -1(x), contains a unique 
nonsolvahlc composition factor containing O?,, Z(2) properly 1~1. Ilering’s 
theorem. This is impossible asbefore. 
Sow suppose that (i) holds. I:rom (3a) there must be an element 7EF acting 
tri\-ially on 3(x). ~‘hoosc (I t /I(s) and 1) c H(y), with ~9 t d(.v), sothat N n 
1) I. ‘l’hcn I~!. transiti\-it!. of G,, on/I(.\), r ma!- he assumed to interchange 
the elements of CC. Hence r does not fin I’( 1%). Hv 2-transitivit!- of II, .x and 11 
are equivalent. Hence there is an clcmcnt in 7’ which dots not fix I‘(.v). ‘l’his 
is a contradiction andfinishes Section .I of the proof. 
IS. The Itduction Bnsls 
‘I’he induction basis occurs at IZ ~~ 3. '1'0 \,crify the induction basis it must 
bc demonstrated that: 
(i) OG1(2) ‘1 N il S(Z’,;l’(l)) :- SO,‘(2) ! If or II C A(P,“( I)), and 
(ii) O,“(2) C FI i S(P,“(O)) -:SYl,“(2) 1-1 If or II i .-l(P,“(O)). 
‘I’he first ep of the proofs of (i) and (ii) is establishing that H is 2-transitive 
on P,“. \Vhen 3 is substituted for IZ, the first three paragraphs of the proof 
of (I) (Section A) apply \-erbatim toshow that if tl is not 2-transitive, th n
H, is faithful on d(x) and r(s). Referring atthat point o existing lists ofprimitive 
groups [14] it follows that the primitive groups of degree 16 which proper11 
contain r;;(2)‘,sofl(2), E : 0, I, are 2-transitive. Thus if H $ SO,(2), If must 
bc 2-transitive on Pa(‘; for otherwise 15,. would ha\-c a 2-transitive orbit of 
length 16, and this may be ruled out by hranning’s theorem as at the end of the 
proof of (I). 
(4) Let Q be u finite set, mrl suppose thcrl I’ i.s an .-lbeliutr p-sdpoup nf S(Q). 
Suppose that A C !J is a union of fewer than p regular ou6its qf P, trnd that 
P 1 (Q ~~ A) is faithful. Then if (, is a p-sul~p14p of .T(Q) containin,q I’,0 (Q 3) 
is f2zitl!ful. 
Proof. Let A A, u ... u A,. , where each A, is a regular orbit of I’. 
and /z < p. Suppose 7 t 0, 7 ,:’ I, and T (Q -~ A) I. If A- is the normal 
closure of 7 in 0, :Y is the kernel of the homomorphism .\‘I’ (Q A). ‘l’hc 
image of P under this homomorphism is isomorphic to I-‘;‘.\- n P. which b! 
assumption is isomorphic to P, so P n .\’ I Since :Y is normal in Q, 
.I- n Z(Q) ,’ I. The full centralizer in S(A) of 1’ A is 1 S,. Since k I p, 
it follows that 1’ is self-centralizing n 0. Hence .\- n Z(Q) i I’. contradicting 
the fact hat -I- n P 1. Hence T I. 
Sow, as in (3) (Section .;\), let S be a S!-low 2-sulxyoup of G and 1c.t K lx :i 
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Syhw ?-Sllbgr(JU~~ of H containing s.As in (3~) [R : $1 I-- 2’:. \Vhcn t = 1, 
R stabilizes A(.v). \Then E 0, it may happen that R does not stabilize d(r). 
.-\ssume now that if E 0. R does stabilize 0(.x). 
Suppose that R d(s) is faithful. Consider ;G, , R,a id(s). Referring a ain 
to the list of primitive groups of degree 16, no 2-transitive group of degree 16 
can he reprcscntcd as a transitive group of degree 18 or IO (the lengths of I‘(x) 
in the cast’s c 0 and 6 I, respectively). From this it follows immrdiatel\- 
that E (whcrc I< is defined as in the second paragraph of Section A) must be 
normal in G,, , R . IHence G,. , R A(x) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
I;; M,;(2). ‘I‘he subgroups of GI,@) are known. If K L G1,,,(2), where K IS; OA(3), 
tither (i) IC S<),(2), or (ii) K yZ: Sp,(2)‘, and E”K is I-transitive on il(.v), 
Ilcncc (ii) is impossible. If (i) holds, [Zi :S] 2, which is not the case. Hence 
R il(.s) is not faithful. 
1~ 1 IV the subgroup of R which restricts trivially to 3(.v), and let .\’ be 
the normal closure of 1 T in G,, , R . 
1’1Y~0f. c ‘0 w t 0. \\hYl E 0, I’(x)1 18, and a Svlow 3-subgroup 
of G,, has order 9 and partitions I’(s) into two regular orbits. Let P he a Svlon- 
/wuhgt-oup of .\., and let J be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G, . Since .\’ is normal 
in G, , Ii ( a conjugate of P is normalized by J. It is clear that p cannot be 
qeater than 3. and by (4) /, .! 3. Hence p 2 and .\. z -. 
C‘rm E I. \\‘hen E I , I’(s) IO, and a Sylocv 5-subgroup of G,) 
has order 5and partitions I’(x) into two regular orbits. Asin case E = 0, p 2. 
and .\ I -. 
So\v since G, is transitive on r(x), it follows that [.vr u A(x) is the fixed 
point set of 1 -. Suppose E 1. It is clear, then, that any normal subgroup 
of R which fixes 17 points of P:‘(l) IS a subgroup of Z.. It now follow h\- a 
remark of \\-itt [15, 9.41 that :\T,l(C) ‘7 t1s ransitive on the fixed point set of f-. 
i.e., if contains a 17-cycle. Hence by a theorem of Jordan [15, 13.91 H - 
.-f(PC”( I )). ‘Ibis completes the proof of Section R in the C‘ase E I 
.~ssume that t 0. In this case it is not clear that any normal subgroup 
of R which leaves I7 points of PGn(0) fixed is contained in C, so we proceed 
as follws. Fram the list of primitive groups of degree 18, it follows that each 
primitive group of degree 18 contains an element of order 17. Hence if 
G, , R I‘(.Y) is primitive, it follows that H contains a 17-cycle (since s G,. , R 
stabilizes 3(.v)), and so H 2 i3(P,“(O)) by Jordan’s theorem. 
.-1ssume that G,), , R ) T(x) is imprimitive. Since IF is normal in \~C, R . 
the orbits of 1 - on T(s) are blocks of imprimitivity. Now the argument of 
the last paragraph of Section A contradicts the assumption that R stabilizes 
J(,Y). 
llence assume that R does not stabilize O(x). Since 4(.v) is an orbit of ,Y, 
10 R. J. MST 
and 1 0(.x), =.: 16, K must have an orbit of length 32. It is clear that R contains 
a subgroup S containing S,stabilizing d(x), and such that S has two orbits 
of length 16. (Consider a normal series through S to R.) From (3a) it follows 
that [A’ : S] ::z 23 (orbits ofthe same length must be permuted among them- 
selves when passing to normalizing overgroups, o at least hree steps arc 
required in a normal series from S to S). As above if ,G, , &V r(s) is 
primitive, H contains a 17-cycle. Hence assume that G’,. , Y T(s) is im- 
primitive. The blocks of imprimitivity of 9 G,,. , Y r(x) must be blocks of 
B(s). The image of imprimitivity must have order divisible by ? 3” (for 
otherwise S could not have an orbit of length 16 on f’(s)), and this group 
is primitive inits action on B(s). Rut a primitive group of degree 9 with order 
divisible by 2” 3’ must contain As ; thus -J!, occurs as a composition factor 
of ,G, , S T(s). 13~ (4) the homomorphism G, ( .Y A(.\.) isfaithful on
Sylow 3-subgroups of,:G,?, .\-‘ r(x). Hence the homomorphism G, , .V A(x) 
must be faithful on a composition factor isomorphic to :f!, But . !!, cannot 
occur as a composition factor of a transitive group of deyrcc 16. flencr 
G, , _Y i r(x) is primitive, so II contains a I7-cycle, and ll _ !(P,l’(O)). 
This completes the proof of Section IL 
I \rould like to thank Professor J. .A. (Green for helpful criticisms and Dr. I<. IV. \\-ynn 
for useful suggestions. 
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